
Previous: 7,675.5 PSEi change: -0.06%

High: 7,734.7 Best: TEL +3.76%

Low: 7,667.1 2nd best: MPI +2.63%

Close: 7,670.6 2nd worst: SCC -2.21%

Val. traded (mn): 4,215.0 Worst: SMPH -2.99%

Tenor Change Yield Tenor Change Yield

3 months -0.1180 5.4980 5 years -0.0450 6.1060

6 months -0.0130 5.8760 7 years -0.0660 6.1650

1 year -0.0130 6.0440 10 years -0.0660 6.2330

2 years -0.0040 6.0530 20 years -0.1810 6.4550

3 years -0.0160 6.0660 30 years -0.0107 6.7630

4 years -0.0300 6.0830

Previous Close Previous Close

PHP/USD 51.720 52.240 EUR/USD 1.1338 1.1338

Tenor Change Yield Tenor Change Yield

3 months +0.0087 2.4330 5 years +0.0001 2.5277

6 months +0.0286 2.5247 10 years -0.0054 2.7169

2 years +0.0041 2.5446 30 years -0.0081 3.0810

Philippine peso
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LOCAL MARKETS

Key Events PSEi Snapshot

Equities

Bond Market Movement

Fixed Income

The local equity market hardly moved as the market awaited signals from the new BSP chief. Meanwhile, local yields dropped amidst PSA report of

inflation easing further in February. Lastly, the peso weakened on foreign uncertainty over the new appointment in the BSP.

Foreign Exchange

OVERSEAS MARKETS

Global Markets

US Treasuries

Most global equity markets edged lower as China's downgrade of its growth target to between 6% to 6.5% weighed on investors. European stocks

bucked the trend after data on PMI and retail sales data showed better signs of activity in the Eurozone. Moreover, US Treasury yields and the US

Dollar rose on upbeat US economic data.

 The Philippine Peso weakened against the dollar from market uncertainty over 
the appointment of Budget Secretary Benjamin E. Diokno as the new Bangko 
Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) chief. USD/PHP pair closed at 52.24 (+1.01% DoD). 

 The local equities market ended sideways as the market waits for the  stance 
of Budget Secretary Benjamin E. Diokno as the new Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas 
(BSP) chief. Foreigners were net sellers posting net sales of Php 1.28 billion on 
Tuesday, unsettled by the choice. The PSEi closed at 7,670.62 (-0.06% DoD). 

 Bloombery Resorts Corp. (PSE ticker: BLOOM) posted net income growth of 
18% to Php7.17 billion last year, primarily driven  by the gaming business from 
its flagship Solaire Resort & Casino along Manila Bay. BLOOM reported the 
highest levels of cash flow and net profit since its flagship opened in 2013. 
Consolidated net revenue reached Php38.22 billion (+16% YoY) and EBITDA 
reached Php14.89 billion (+21%) last year. Solaire's GGR grew to Php50.972 
billion, up 14% YoY. 

 The Philippines Statistics Authority (PSA) reported that inflation last month 
was at 3.8%, better than expected and showing inflation eased for the fourth 
straight month. This is the lowest reading in twelve months, slower than 
January's 4.4% inflation figure and matching the reading in February 2018. The 
lower inflation print was atrributed to milder increases in prices of food and 
beverages. 
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 Local fixed income yields dropped as the Philippine Statistics Authority 
reported an easing of inflation for the fourth straight month. Preliminary data 
showed inflation in February at 3.8%, slower than January's 4.4%. On average, 
yields declined by 5.12 bps. 

 US equities continued to edge lower as news of a resolution in the US-China trade 
negotiations became largely priced in. Moreover, concerns over a growth slowdown 
reemerged as China lowered its growth target to between 6% to 6.5% (versus 
above 6.5% previously). The DJIA closed at 25,806.63 (-0.05% DoD) while the 
S&P500 ended at 2,789.65 (-0.11% DoD). 

 European stocks rose after a slew of ecomonic data beat market expectations 
--- Eurozone PMI 51.9 (est. 51.4), retail sales +2.2% YoY (est. +2.1%). The MSCI 
Europe closed at 126.64 (+0.24% DoD).   

 Asian stocks were flat with a downward bias after China lowered its growth target 
to 6-6.5%, placing it below last year's 6.6% growth target. The MSCI APxJ closed at 
525.88 (-0.01% DoD). 

 US Treasury yields mildly rose as the US ISM non-manufacturing index, which 
rose to 59.7% in Feb from 56.7% in Jan, highlighted remaining strength in the US 
economy in spite of recent downtrends. Alongside this, its measure of business 
activity rose to 64.7 in Feb from 59.7 in Jan. On average, yields rose 0.47bps, with 
the 10-year falling 0.54bps to 2.7169%. 

 The US Dollar mildly strengthened on upbeat US economic data on business 
activity and the non-manufacturing sector. The DXY ended at 96.8410(+0.16% 
DoD). 


